ORDNANCE SURVEY HUNT MAPS 1903-1940

Early Ordnance Survey Hunt mapping read the introduction to H03-OS-1805-1900
NB.i .Three forms of OS Hunt map in a practical folding, dissected double sided pocket format were available to Hunt Members see Appendix 4
NB.ii. Maps produced by private publishers but using OS information are described and listed in the ‘Non Series Publishers - Descriptive Lists’ e.g R.Jackson,G.W.Bacon,W.Bennett,&c.,

Barb Wire or Wire Maps
Few such maps seem to exist or are known at the present time, it appears that all or many Hunts had a separate structure to deal with Members and Horse safety associated with barb wire on Farms. A 'Wire' Committees was set up either formally or informally, its function was to divide up the hunt area into manageable areas to identify which farms used barbed wire, then either to plan meets avoiding these farms or persuade the Farmer to remove it! One such map on a 6” scale was literally cut up in such a way as to take in a complete farm or group of farms, distributed to Wire Committee Members with clear instructions as to his or her actions to identify such dangers prior to each Season.

See FILE H04-OS-1903-40 Map 6”/1 and Map 3/1

Dating
To the OS uninitiated like myself, trying to date many OS Hunt Maps frequently of entirely different issues, where maps can be composed of one, two or more sheets, and which are commonly without the standard reference material of border/legend information, is slow and laborious, with patience and much reading you just ‘might’ eventually be able to derive a reasonable accurate but still approximate date. For this reason a wide margin of circa dating is used in the descriptive list, and no doubt errors have been made. One final comment, the repetitive coloured text used in the OS maps descriptions will no doubt be seen as unnecessary by OS map collectors but it is used to aid those unfamiliar with OS maps and I hope therefore will be forgiven.

Any text in blue e.g. ‘CAPT SPICER’ informs the reader of some form of change or amendment to the previous copy and might be an addition, deletion, or even a change of font from lower to uppercase or vice versa.

2nd Edition 6” Map [1908 revised 1936]
Map 6”/1
Size dissected 20” x 40” approximate printed surface. Un-coloured except for a pale blue wash around the rivers/sea coast. Section from the 6” map covering the areas in the title Burton Leonard,Bishop Monkton,South Stainley,Littlethorpe in North Yorkshire part of The York & Ainsty Hunt. The cover and inside cover have both Printed & Typed labels/lists of instructions pasted on ‘BARB WIRE MAP The Property of / Frank Green / Treasurer’s House. York.’

Dissected in red cloth case
‘Burton Leonard,Bishop Monkton,South Stainley,Littlethorpe’
Southampton O.S.1908 revised 1936 (Bart.i)

3rd Edition or [Revised New Series] [1895-1899]
1st & 2nd Revisions [1903-1908 &1912-1914]
Including 1/2” District maps and 6” sheets.

Map 3/1
Size- Dissected 26” x 38.5”
Standard 1”/1m sheets 3rd Edition un-coloured map sheets [220,221,238,239] on which the hunt is incidental to the Landowners holdings, for use by the ‘Herts Hunt Wire Committee’ it delineates and names the lands and acreages within the hunt area in various shades of orange, blues, greens, purple and yellows. George Philip & Son Ltd label. Border- ob ITT lines + ‘short piano key’+ graduated L/L inner dl. Impressed stamp for June 1907

Dissected in green cloth case
‘HERTS. HUNT.
Southampton O.S.1907-8 (Bart.i) [Hellyer reference Map 6. 1.1]

Map 3/2. 2nd Revision sheet [District Map]
Size- Dissected 21.8” x 22.1”
Standard 1/2"/1m sheets 3rd Edition District map sheets on which is outlined brown contours and hill shading, pastel shades of pink, aquamarine, purple and orange. The hunts of the area are named in blue stencilled uppercase letters as are the 'NEUTRAL' area, the whole with concentric circles at 2m intervals centered on Oxford. Meets are underlined in mss.

Border- Trimmed shows only Tt.

Dissected in hard red cloth covers gold block letters

'HUNTING MAP /OF THE / COUNTRY AROUND OXFORD.'
Southampton O.S.1905-7 (Bart.i) [Hellyer reference Map 35.3.Oxford 1904]


Standard 1"/1m sheets 3rd Edition map as above except this map is a special issue with a colour outline in strong pink delineating the Hunt area but additionally a red • spot & names of all the primary Meets on the map face. obbr- 'Printed specially for Cotswold Hunt', and -'Revised in 1903-4 and Published by the Director General at the Ordnance Survey. Border- Tt.

Folding flat sheet map in white covers with black print.

'ORDNANCE SURVEY / COTSWOLD HUNT MAP.'
Southampton O.S.1912 (BL / Bart.i / DD coll) [Hellyer 6.3.2]

Map 3/4. Mix of N.S & 3rd Relief Sheets [Shs No 170.171,186]
Size- Dissected 26.5" x 25", or 26.5" x 25.7 depending borders
Hill hachures are in a beige/brown shade, the hunt is outlined within a strong broad red/pink border, green Woodlands with small tree depiction, Parklands in a strong/deep Aquamarine also with small tree depiction. Roads orange, contours red. Map face has red concentric circles at 1m intervals from 1-12 and centred on ‘Long Buckby’ [in Northamptonshire] Railways are shown as either broken dl or solid sl but the legend calls for NO solid line depiction. Border- measurements vary due to there being a mix of false borders attached to this map[ 0.6' down to 0.25'],both carry a alphanumeric system down the sides and across the upper/lower borders. obac 'MARKET HARBOROUGH'. Label-EDWARD STANFORD./ GEOGRAPHER TO THE KING./12,13 and 14 Long Acre, London, W.C.

Red cloth covers with gilt title

'PYTCHLEY'.
Southampton. O.S. [1908] (AdlM coll-CCSocy)

Map 3/5.
Parts of the 1” Third Ed Large sht Series No’s 104,105,112,113. [c1910]
Size Dissected- 36.8” x 35.7”

Border a bold sl. Some ob names e.g. above upper border ‘DURSLEY’ & ‘SWINDON’. Stanford Label-EDWARD STANFORD,12,13 & 14,Long Acre, W.C./ GEOGRAPHER TO THE KING./ LONDON AGENT BY APPOINTMENT FOR THE SALE OF THE ORDNANCE SURVEY MAPS / AGENT FOR THE ADMIRALTY CHARTS. THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT MAPS &c

Maroon covers Gilt Title

‘DUKE OF BEAUFORT’S COUNTRY’
Southampton Ordnance Survey[c1910] [Private coll-CCSocy]

Map 3/6. 2nd Revision ? Large Sheet.
Size- Dissected 36.5” x 29.3” [Part Sheets 104/105,112/113 ]
Area bounded by Bristol, Chippenham, Malmesbury, Cirencester and Stroud.

Standard 1"/1m 3rd Edition multiple map sheets on which is outlined in strong Pink the hunt border, and also the bold & fine concentric circles at 1m intervals centered on Badminton House, pastel shades of light/dark Green for Parks & Woods with Fir & Broadleaf Tree depiction, Aquamarine Water features, Brown hill hachuring/shading with red contours, roads red/orange, building infil black diagonal lines. Meets are underlined in mss blue.

Upper Border- Bold T outer line outer, thin sl inner, and includes ob printing The East, West & South borders are false but matching paste ons. Label-EDWARD STANFORD LTD./CARTOGRAPHERS TO HIS MAJESTY,12,13,14,Long Acre, London, W.C.

Dissected in hard red cloth covers gold block letters

‘DUKE OF BEAUFORT’S / HUNT.’
Southampton O.S.[c1907-10] (Bart.i)
Map 3/7 Third Edition Large sheets. [1912-14]
Size- 33.4" x 23.2" [0.25"], 84.8cm x 58.8cm
Standard O.S. Sheets Nos 142 & part 132. 5 x 6 Dissections.

Hill hachuring in Brown, [the hachuring continues in through] some Parks, Woods, Coppices, ... underlying their Mid Green colouring with sm tree depiction unlike the earlier NS Rev coloured/3rd Edition? sheets, other Parks are uncoloured with a stipple infil, Contours Orange, Buildings shown solid Black and with diagonal line infil, Sea shown in Pale Blue which is both lined & contoured. Other water areas Lakes &c shown in a Darker Blue with a contoured infil. Most Roads shown in a Orange/Brown colour. Railways shown chequerboard alternating black & white boxes and revised to 1911. The unnamed CATTISTOCK Hunt is shown in a heavy pink/red border outline

Map border is a stuck on false border dl inner+T sl outer, Scales 1" & 1/63,360 stuck on within the inner border, Legend boxes and index maps showing adjacent sheet numbers.

Label on map cover- Rectangular with piano key sides, corner boxes containing 'Ordnance Maps+ Shield', 'Admiralty Charts+Shield', Maps,Atlas's,Guide Books+Globe, Plan [of Town/City]. Upper border "LONDON AGENTS / FOR THE SALE OF / ORDNANCE MAPS.". Lower border "LONDON; / EDWARD STANFORD, LTD. / CARTOGRAPHERS TO HIS MAJESTY, / 12,13 & 14, LONG ACRE,W.C."

Card covers
'CATTISTOCK'
Southampton.O.S. [Revised 1905-8, Railways to 1911] 1912 or later

Sourced examples are given a slightly different designation identity i.e. Map 1/8 eBay & date if placed within the general text, or Map 3/eBay O2, for 3rd Edition or Map PE/eBay O1, Map PE/eBay O2 &c for Popular edition if placed at the end of the series/edition.

The existence of these maps is usually supported by photographic evidence even if sometimes insufficient to identify and date the OS editions accurately.

Map 3/eBay 01. ORDNANCE SURVEY March 2011
Size- Dissected 39" x 41" [3rd Ed Revised Edition?]
Sellers Description - RARE 1914 Ordnance Survey HUNTING Map NORTHAMPTON 1"

Large & Very Uncommon folding map of Around Brackley
Northampton (Around Brackley) 1914
A RARE early Folding Ordnance Survey map produced and hand coloured specifically for hunting purposes made up of sheets 82 & 83; these maps are obviously from small print runs and many were ruined in the field - very few survive. 45 panels and measuring approx 41" x 39" and beautifully hand coloured in the Hunt pack areas complete with boundaries & titling i.e. Grafton, Whaddon Chase, Bicester and Warden Hill, Pytchley, Hethrope, Old Berkley, Warwickshire, Oakley and N. Warwickshire. The radius in centered on Brackley with ringed zones going out. Each hunts area is beautifully hand coloured to its boundaries. Condition : GOOD+. Covers : Normal wear to covers with NO CHIPPING & NO SPLITTING. A number of small light marks to boards with dusting. An old faint ink name to head of front board. Gilt still bright on front board "Country Around Brackley". Map : Normal wear to extremities & folds with NO CHIPPING & NO SPLITTING. Some light dusting to edges. A few small light handling marks to foot margin of map - none of note. NO INSCRIPTIONS. A Very Uncommon large folding OS map from the RARE Hunting Country series with original hand colouring of boundaries.

Hard covers with gold block
'HUNTING Map of / NORTHAMPTON'
Southampton O.S.[c1914] (eBay March 2011)

Map.3/AbeBooks 02. ORDNANCE SURVEY.
Red leathertowelcloth type cover[7-8" tall, 18 dissected sections,pebble brown endpapers],title in gilt 'FERNIE'S' [c1890? estimated by U.S.Dealer but later label "... Cartographer to the King!"]
Size- 20.8" x 27.5 [sheet measurements] Standard 1"/1m OS. sheet/s. Hunt outlined in a broad heavy strong pink colour.

Border- a false heavy bold black line,some ob legend stuck on together with a label of 'EDWARD STANFORD LTD; / CARTOGRAPHERS TO THE KING / 12,13,&14,Long Acre,London.W.C.2. / and Whitehall House / 43,Whitehall.S.W.1.'
Red leatherette/cloth type cover, title in gilt
‘FERNIE’S’
Southampton. O.S. [1900-10] Abebooks. USA Dealer

Map 3/eBay 03. ORDNANCE SURVEY  November 2014
This eBay map is in 24 dissected sections, it gives no size details but is believed to be similar to item Map 3/4.above
Mix of N.S & 3rd Relief Sheets  [Shts Nº 170,171,186] but in this case consisting of all 3rd Ed Relief sheets, therefore
measurements assumed to be around 26.5” x 25”.
Map has a wide border between two sl's containing location numbers for the grid, contour heights are shown by
numbers within the borderlines printed in red, as are the contour lines on the map face, Hill Hachures also shown are in
brown. Water [streams, rivers etc are in blue, and at the lower border near ‘Ashton’ a dl junction insufficiently distinct on
the image so may be a canal junction in blue. Map has uppercase bold county name ‘NORTHAMPTONSH....’
across the centre map face. Broad strong pink Hunt border [incomplete] enclosing a ‘pink washed’ Pytchley hunt area,
dark green parklands, some uncoloured some brown woodland with small tree depictions, brown/ochre roads. The ob
legend is part illustrated with stuck on sections obliterating some information, within a sl box the details ‘Metalled Roads,
Railways - L.&N.W.R. 'Northampton & Peterborough Ry'.
Label with dl border- “EDWARD STANFORD, / GEOGRAPHER TO THE KING, / 12,13, and 14, Long Acre, London,
W.C.”

Tall Red cloth covers, impressed gilt title-
‘PYTCHLEY HUNT’.
O.S. Southampton [c1911]  (eBay November 2014)

4th Edition  [1919-]
Abandoned, very few sheets produced, and those were/are all of East Kent areas, non yet located for Hunt use.

Popular Edition  [1928-1940s] or
(5th Edition  [1928-1940s])

Map PE/1.
Size- Dissected 30.4” x 25.5”
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition map sheets [72 & 82] with a 2” x 2” grid across the map surface, on which the hunt is
outlined within a strong pink border, the map has standard colouring of green woodlands/parks, red and beige roads,
blue water and orange contour lines
Border- bold sl.

Hard red leather covers gold blocked
‘NORTH AHERSTONE / HUNT’
Southampton O.S.[1923]  (Bart.i)

Map PE/2.
Size- Dissected 8.5” x 23.3”
Standard 1”/1m, Popular Edition double sided map sheets [111/112, 121/122] with a 2” x 2” grid across the map surface,
on which the hunt is outlined within a strong pink border, showing a section delineated by a heavy Blue line 'Lent by The
South and West Wilts.', the map has standard colouring of green woodlands/parks, red and beige roads, blue water and
orange contour lines. No borders, Label- Sifton Praed & Co., Ltd., Mapseller .... 67 St. James's Street, S.W.1.

Hard maroon covers with label dl border
‘AVON VALE / HUNT”
Southampton O.S. [c 1930s] (Bart.i)

Map PE/3.
Size- Dissected 37.4” x 28.2”
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition map sheets [82/93] with a 2” x 2” grid across the map surface, numbered 1-14 within the
upper/lower borders and lettered on both sides A to J twice. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong
pink together with a smaller blue bordered area between Chipping Camden and Shipston on Stour, [presumably hunting
land on loan to the North Cotswold from a adjacent hunt], the map has standard colouring of green woodlands, red and
beige roads, blue water and orange contour lines
Border - IT outer+ graduated L/L dl inner. oba- ‘ORDNANCE SURVEY OF ENGLAND AND WALES’, STRATFORD ON
AVON’, ‘POPULAR EDITION ONE-INCH MAP’, ‘SHEET 82...’ Down the sides a magnetic variation compass pointer
repeated, and a scale 0-1-4 Miles twice within each side border.
Soft brown cloth covers with label Sifton, Praed The Map House 67, St James's Street.
‘NORTH / COTSWOLD / HUNT
Southampton O.S.[post 1935 (print code 1535 on lower map No.93)] (Bart.i)

Map PE/4.
Size: Dissected 17.2" x 32.5"
Standard 1"/1m sheets Popular Edition map sheets[94/5,105/6,113/114] with a 2" x 2" grid across the map surface. NO tree depiction in green Parks, NW of Hatfield near 'Harpesfield Hall' continuation of a 'A' road is missing, NE of Hemel Hempstead site of 'L M & S R' is close by a • 'Halt'. SW of Southall and NE of Heathrow Hse a new site of a ‘Aerodrome’. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, the map has standard colouring of green woodlands/parks, red and beige roads, blue water and orange contour lines.
Border - Non, trimmed. Sifton Praed & Co., Ltd. Mapseller ... 67, St James's Street S.W.1.

Hard brown cloth cover, label for dl border
‘OLD BERKELEY’
Southampton O.S.[1924 Has Englefield Green] (Bart.i)

Map PE/5. State (i)
Size: Dissected 16.2" x 23."
Standard 1"/1m sheets Popular Edition map sheets [92/103] with a 2" x 2" grid across the map surface and alphanumeric key. [ blank spaces for Airfields/Barracks, NO Filton Airfield Nth of Bristol] On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink. The map has standard colouring of green Woods/but un-coloured Parks, red and beige/yellow Roads, blue water and orange contour lines.

Hard brown cloth cover, label for
‘BERKELEY’
Southampton O.S.[late 1920s early 1930s] (Bart.i)

Map PE/5. State (ii)
Size: Dissected 35.7" x 23.5"
Hill hachures are in a beige/brown shade, the hunt is outlined within a strong broad pink border, green Woodlands/Parks with small tree depiction. Roads red, contours orange, water aquamarine blue.
Railways are shown as solid lines but the legend calls for broken and solid solid line depiction.
Border - False sl bold line with stuck on legend.
Label-EDWARD STANFORD,LTD./ BY APPOINTMENT TO THE LATE KING GEORGE V /12 to14 Long Acre, London,W.C.2./and Whitehall House,/43 Whitehall,S.W.1.

Red cloth covers with gilt title
‘BERKELEY’.
Southampton. O.S. [c1935-] (Bart.i)

Map PE/6.
Size: Dissected 13.5" x 32.2"
Standard 1"/1m sheets Popular Edition map sheets [103/4, 111/12] with a 2" x 2" solid line grid across the map surface. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, the map has standard colouring of green woodlands/commons with sm tree depiction, uncoloured parks with minimal tree depiction, red and beige roads, blue water and orange contour lines.
Border - Non, trimmed.

Hard maroon red cloth covers with label dl border
‘DUKE of BEAUFORT / HUNT
Southampton O.S.[Mss cover date 1932/33(Season)] (Bart.i)

Map PE/7.
[Woods have tree depiction]
Size: Dissected 12.8" x 27.4"
Standard 1"/1m sheets Popular Edition map sheets [129/130, 139/140] with a 2" x 2" grid across the map surface. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink with a blue dividing line and to the West 'LOANED TO SEAVINGTON'. The map has standard colouring of green Woods/Parks, red and beige Roads, blue water and red contour lines.

Hard brown cloth covers label dl border
Map PE/8.
Size- Dissected 13.5" x 29" Standard 1”/1m sheets Popular Edition map sheets [105/106,113/114]with a 2" x 2" grid
across the map surface. Contours in Orange, has small Tree depiction in green coloured Woods,Forests & Parks, grid
solid lines. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink.
Border - Trimmed. Label Sifton Praed & Co., Ltd. Mapsellers Booksellers and Stationers 67 Mapsellers Booksellers and
Stationers 67, St James's Street,S.W.1.

‘CATTISTOCK / HUNT’
Southampton O.S.[1935-9?] (Bart.i formerly mss E.F.Le Geyt)

Map PE/9.
Size- Dissected 22.5” x 23.5”
Standard 1”/1m sheets Popular Edition map sheets [123/132]with a 2” x 2” grid across the map surface. On the map the
unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink together with a area marked Neutral, the map has standard colouring of
green Woods/Parks, red and beige Roads, blue water and orange contour lines

‘GARTH HUNT’
Southampton O.S. [c 1930s] (Bart.i)

Map PE/10.
Size- Dissected 12.1” x 23.4” Standard 1”/1m sheets Popular Edition map sheets [112/113,122/123]with a 2” x 2” solid
grid across the map surface. Contours in Orange, has small Tree depiction in green coloured Woods,Forests & Parks,
Buildings dark outline with ‘Gray/Black’ diagonal infill. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink.
Border - Trimmed. Label Sifton Praed & Co., Ltd. Mapsellers Booksellers and Stationers 67, St James's Street,S.W.1.

‘HAMBLEDON HUNT’
Southampton O.S.[1935] (Bart.i)

Map PE/11.
Contours in Orange, has small Tree depiction in green coloured Woods,Forests & Parks.
Size- Dissected 13.5” x 29” Standard 1”/1m sheets Popular Edition map sheets [124/125,133/134]with a 2” x 2” solid
grid across the map surface, Buildings dark outline with ‘Gray/Black’ diagonal infill. On map the unnamed hunt border is
outlined in a strong pink.
Border - Trimmed. Label Sifton Praed & Co., Ltd. Mapsellers Booksellers and Stationers 67 Mapsellers Booksellers and
Stationers 67, St James's Street,S.W.1.

‘VINE HUNT’
Southampton O.S. [c 1930s] (Bart.i)

Map PE/12.
Size- Dissected 27.2” x 34”
Standard 1”/1m, No grid, Popular Edition map sheets [43/44, 51/52] Hunt area outlined in usual strong pink/ additionally
places of meets are marked with a red •, Built up area buildings are filled with light ‘Gray/Black’ diagonal lines. Church
Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copsones, Parklands/Manors have small trees depictions, Lakes/Meres
filled with blue lines. Roads are in red and yellow, contours in orange.
Railways named London Midland & Scottish R,Chester & Whitchurch, Crewe & Shrewsbury, Cheshire Lines R, G.W.R.
False borders with single T line and the usual ob legend stuck onto this.

‘SOUTHDOWN HUNT’
Southampton O.S. [c 1930s-30s] (Bart.i )

Map PE/13.
State (i)
Size- Dissected 25.5” x 29.8”

Maroon fake leather covers with impressed gilt
‘CHESHIRE’
Southampton O.S.[1920s-30s] (Bart.i)
Standard 1''/1m, 2'' x 2'' grid, Popular Edition map sheets [73/74,83/84] Hunt area outlined in usual strong pink/ additionally places of meets are marked with a red • , Built up area buildings are filled with 'Gray/Black' diagonal lines. Church Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copses, Parklands/Manors have small tree depictions, Lakes/Meres filled with blue lines. Roads are in red, and ochre, contours in red. Railways named London & North Western Railway, Stratford on Avon, Towcester & Midland Junc n Rly [this is marked as a multiple track [checkerboard] and a single track [spaced sl + hatched] railway. Bedford & Northampton Br, Weedon & Leamington Line, Gt Central R.y, Midlands Railway. False borders with Tt outer, dl inner and the usual ob legend stuck onto this. Label- EDWARD STANFORD, LTD., CARTOGRAPHERS TO HIS MAJESTY 12,13 & 14, Long Acre, London, W.C.,

Red cloth covers with impressed gilt. ‘PYTCHLEY’
Southampton O.S.[1930s] (Bart.i)

Map PE/13.
State (ii)
Size- Dissected 27.4'' x 12.3''
Standard 1''/1m Popular Edition map sheets […] with a solid line 2'' x 2'' grid across the map face, On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, The map has standard colouring, sparse tree depiction inside pale green lined Parklands, Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue, lakes pale blue sponge fill / horizontal lines style, contours are orange, Buildings have a solid black infil. or a black diagonal line infil. Case label- Sifton, Praed & Cº., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James's Street, S.W.1 on a printed label sl border. Railways solid black,

Hard Maroon covers label with printed title. ‘PYTCHLEY’
Southampton O.S.[1930s] (Bart.i)

Map PE/14.
Earliest i.
Size- Dissected, 24.6'' x 31.1''
Standard 1''/1m sheets, Popular Edition map sheets [93/94,103/104], [2'' x 2'' (5cm x 5cm)] grid across map face. Hunt areas outlined in a broad strong pink meets marked by red spots & underlining,. Built up area buildings have a 'Gray/Black' diagonal line infill. Church Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copses Mid Green with sm tree 'Fir' & 'Q' type depiction within, Parklands/Manors stippled infill. Roads 1st Class Red NO A & B Road Numbers, and 2nd class Yellow/ochre, contours in Orange False stick on borders with Tt outer, dl inner and the part ob legend stuck onto this. Label- Map lable- EDWARD STANFORD, LTD., CARTOGRAPHERS TO HIS MAJESTY 12,13 & 14, Long Acre, London, W.C.

Hard red cloth covers with impressed gilt. ‘HEYTHROP’
Southampton O.S.[1920s] (Bart.i)

Latest ii.
Size- Dissected, 23.8'' x 30.9''
Standard 1''/1m sheets, Popular Edition map sheets [93/94,103/104], [2'' x 2'' (5cm x 5cm)] grid across map face. Hunt areas outlined in a broad strong pink, no meets marked. Built up area buildings have a ‘Gray/Black’ diagonal line infill. Church Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copses Mid Green with sm tree ‘Fir’ & ‘Q’ type depiction within, Parklands/Manors stippled infill. Roads are in Red and Yellow/ochre, contours in Orange False stick on borders with Tt outer, dl inner and the part ob legend stuck onto this. Label- EDWARD STANFORD, LTD., CARTOGRAPHERS TO HIS MAJESTY 12,13 & 14, Long Acre, London, W.C,2: and Whitehall, 29 & 30 Charing Cross, S.W.1’

1 m E of Oxford and other areas contour lines becomes Bold @ 250 level, W of Eynsham delete “Witney Branch” beneath G.W.R Railway identity and add “(Oxford & Fairford)” near Station symbol.

Hard red cloth covers with impressed gilt. ‘HEYTHROP’
Southampton O.S.[1930s] (Bart.ii)

Map PE/15.
Standard 1''/1m sheets,
Size- Dissected 56.7” x 60.1” Popular Edition map sheets []
Hunt areas outlined in a broad strong pink, ‘WARWICK’, ‘PYTCHLEY’, ‘BICESTER’. Contours in Orange, Roads are in red and Brown ochre, Built up area buildings have a ‘Gray/Black’ with diagonal line infill, Church Towers/Spires circle/ squares with crosses. Woods/Copses/have sm tree ‘Q’ like tree depictions, Uncoloured Parklands/Manors dotted infil
and small tree depiction. Grid a 2" x 2" [5cm x 5cm]. The map has two plain areas Lower L 2.8" x 24.8" with part legend information, and Lower R side 6.7" x 21.0" this latter is a false insert with border. Cover Label SIFTON PRAED & CO., LTD. -The Map House- 67, St James's Street LONDON.

Brown card covers with stencilled
  ‘WARWICK / PYTCHLEY / & / BICESTER’ ownership detail Mr. Henry Tiarks.
  Southampton O.S.[1920s-30s-40s ] (Bart.i)

Map PE/16.
Standard 1”/1m sheets,
Size- Dissected 48.7 " x 59.6". Popular Edition map sheets [ ]
Hunt areas outlined in a broad strong pink, ‘WARWICK’, ‘PYTCHLEY’, ‘BICESTER’. Contours in Orange, Roads are in red and Brown ochre, Built up area buildings have a ‘Gray/Black’ with diagonal line infil, Church Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copse have sm tree ‘Q’ like tree depictions, Uncoloured Parklands/Manors dotted infil and small tree depiction. Grid a 2" x 2" [5cm x 5cm]. The map has one plain area Lower L 4.9” x 11.7” with a false border tTt outer tTt inner marked with L/L. Cover Label SIFTON PRAED & CO., LTD. -The Map House- 67, St James's Street LONDON.

Brown card covers with stencilled label-
  ‘QUORN / COTTESMORE / BELVOIR, / & / FERNIES ‘
  Southampton O.S.[1920s-30s-40s ] (DD coll)

VALE of WHITE HORSE HUNT MAPS PE/17.
The VofWH Hunt area was split into two separate hunt parts c1885 whilst retaining the VWH appellation within both their names. Each had a different M.F.H, Hunt Servants, Pack of Hounds and uniform. It was re-amalgamated in 1964 [for financial reasons] by this time original boundaries had been eroded and reduced by Urban growth like many other hunts. The VWH (Earl Bathursts) Hunt, Kennel Pack was based at Cirencester Park with additional centres in the 1900s at Fairford, Malmsbury & Tetbury. Usually Name & Boundary shown in Blue on hunt maps
The VWH (Cricklade) Hunt, Kennel Pack was based at Cricklade with additional centres in the 1900s at Purton, Swindon & Cirencester. Usually Name & Boundary shown in Pink on hunt maps.

Map PE/17.( i ) [ Stanford-Bridges folding dissected format.]
Size approximately 29+” x 27”
Estimated by analysing the written description in CCS ‘Sheetlines’ pp 41-42 in 2016. The Sheet/s forming the whole are sht 104 with parts of 93,103 & 112, the map has 2 blank areas Upper & Lower L to avoid using small parts of shts 92 & 111. Mounted in 3 double columns’ [ L & R pages of 2 dissections each ] therefore the stated size of each double page is 7+” x 9” [ L shape measurements].
Black grid 2” x 2” [5cm x 5cm], Parklands/Woodlands in green with small Q like tree depiction, but others horizontal lines of Light Green in tree depiction, others have black stippling uncoloured with small tree depiction. blue water and orange contour lines, roads red and ochre. building infil black diagonal lines. According to the text both hunts are shown in a strong Pink/Red with a division line between, unusually both in the same colour and with un-named Hunt Bases, Meets names are underlined.
Rail - Black sl, stations ‘circle marked’ are a mix of unfilled [ shts 103 & 112] and red filled [ shts 93 & 104] giving the date range.
Border- simple pasted on, no detail given

Red cloth hard cover with gilt title
  ‘Vale of White Horse’
  Southampton. O.S. [c1921-27] (CCS Member coll )
  [Mounted & Sold by Edward Stanford.London.]

NB. Stanford-Bridges maps carry either coloured lines [only Orange seen to date] or different coloured arrows [crimson,green, turquoise,blue seen to date] hand marked by Stanfords on the map face to show the user the continuation of the fold being viewed.

Map PE/17.( ii )
Standard 1”/1m sheets,
Size- Dissected 13.5” x 26.7”. double sided Ansell style Popular Edition map sheets [92/93,103/104,112]
Hunt areas in a broad Strong Pink or Blue and named ‘CIRENCESTER’, ‘CRICKLADE’. Contours in Orange NO bold 500 line. Roads are in red and light ochre, Built up area buildings are ‘Gray/Black’ diagonal line infil. Church Towers/ Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Coposes Pale Green with sm tree ‘Q’ like tree depictions. Uncoloured Parks/ Manors stippled infil and scattered small tree depiction, others are Pale Green with sm tree depiction. Black line Grid 2” x 2” [5cm x 5cm], lower L side a blank area 4.1” x 5.8”, there are no borders. Upper L pasted on scale. Water Blue wash/ Blue lines.
Map PE/18.
Standard 1"/1m sheets,
Size- Dissected 24.7" x 35.7" including false borders. Popular Edition map sheets [113/114,123/124]
Hunt area outlined in a broad strong pink & Blue areas marked ‘LENT TO ALDERSHOT, GARTH, HURSLEY’. Contours in Orange, Roads are in red and light ochre, Built up area buildings are ‘Gray/Black’ with diagonal line infil. Church Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copse/have sm tree ‘Q’ like tree depictions. Uncoloured Parklands/Manors dotted infil and small tree depiction. Grid a 2" x 2" [5cm x 5cm]. The map has red • to denote Meets with red concentric circles each 1m apart numbered 1-21 and centered upon South Warnborough. False borders with tTt lines and ob legend information added.

Faded Maroon covers with mss label
‘HAMPshire Hunt-Hunting Country-Round South-Warnborough Manor’
Southampton O.S.[c1930s] (Bart.i)

Map PE/19.
Standard 1"/1m sheets,
Size- Dissected 22.4" x 26.7" including a false border. Popular Edition map sheets [121/122,131,132]
Hunt area outlined in a broad strong pink the map is varnished and has red • to denote numbered Meets 1-80. Contours in Orange, Roads are in red and light ochre, Built up area buildings are ‘Gray/Black’ Church Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copse/have sm tree ‘Q’ like tree depictions. Uncoloured Parklands/Manors dotted infil and small tree depiction. Grid a 2" x 2".
False border sl inner solid line outer and ob legend information added, label ‘EDWARD STANFORD, LTD. / CARTOGRAPHERS TO THE KING. [George V] /12,13,& 14 Long Acre, London, W.C.2./ and Whitehall House,/ 29 & 30 Charing Cross,S.W.1.’

Red Cloth cover gilt title
‘PORTMAN’ [ Mss H.W.Aston Prestm House]
Southampton O.S.[c1935 or earlier] (Bart.i)

Map PE/20. state (i)
Size- Dissected 26.8" x 47.7” including a false border. Standard 1"/1m sheets, Popular Edition map sheets [26/27,31/32]
Hunt area un named outlined in a broad strong pink. Contours in Orange, Roads are in red and light ochre, Built up area buildings are ‘Gray/Black’ Church Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copse/have sm tree ‘Q’ like tree depictions. Uncoloured Parklands/Manors dotted infil and small tree depiction. Grid a 2" x 2".
False border solid thick line and ob legend information added, label ‘EDWARD STANFORD, LTD. / CARTOGRAPHERS TO THE KING. [George V] /12,13,& 14 Long Acre, London, W.C.2./ and Whitehall House, 43,Whitehall.S.W.1

Red Cloth cover gilt title
‘BRAMHAM HUNT’
Southampton O.S.[c1925] (Bart.i)

Map PE/20. state (ii)
Size- Dissected 28.0” x 47.5” 5 x 12 sections
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition 4 map sheets NthSth join 3m west of Tadcaster, West/East join south of Tadcaster […] with a solid line 2" x 2" grid across the map face, On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, The map has standard colouring, sparse tree depiction inside pale green lined Parklands, Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue, lakes/Cross Drains blue horizontal lines style, contours are orange, Buildings have a solid black infil. or a black diagonal line infil.
Case label- ‘ Sifton, Praed & Cº., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James’s Street, S.W.1 on a printed label Border sl false. Lower border Legend & Scales stuck on.

Hard Mid Red covers gilt title.
‘BRAMHAM MOOR / HUNT’
Southampton O.S.[1935 or later] (Bart.i)
Size- Dissected 12.0" x 30.4"  4 x 8 sections
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition map sheets [72/73,82/83] with a solid line 2” x 2” grid across the map face. Hunt area un named but outlined in a broad strong pink. The map has standard colouring, sparse tree depiction inside pale green lined & stippled uncoloured Parklands, Rivers/Canals solid blue, Lakes ‘spongelike stipple’ blue. Contours in Orange, Roads in red and light ochre, Buildings have a solid black infil, or a black diagonal line infil. Border false pasted on ITI +treble lines with legend also pasted on. Railways - Banbury & Cheltenham Branch, GWR Oxford & Birmingham section, L & N W R, Stratford on Avon & Midland Junc Ry STA are shown black o unfilled. Pasted on label- ‘EDWARD STANFORD, LTD.,/ CARTOGRAPHERS TO HIS MAJESTY,/12,13, and 14, Long Acre,London,W.C.

Hard Red covers, impressed gilt title.
‘WARWICK’
Southampton O.S.[c1920s or later ] (Bart.ii)

Map PE/21.[ii]
Standard 1”/1m sheets. Popular Edition map sheets [62/63,72/73,82/83]
Size- Dissected 28.4” x 34.5” trimmed no borders. 
Hunt area un named outlined in a broad strong pink, Contours in Orange, Roads are in red and light ochre, Built up area buildings are ‘Gray/Black diagonal lines’ Church Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copse/ have sm tree ‘Q’ like and fir tree depictions. Uncoloured stippled Parks/Manors have small tree depiction. Grid a 6” x 6”. Railways- STA are shown red o filled.

Maroon Cloth cover with decorative title label for
SIFTON,PRAED & Cº,LTD./ The Map House / 67, St.James’s Street,LONDON.S.W.5
‘WARWICKSHIRE / HUNT’
Southampton O.S. [c1935 or earlier] (Bart.i)

Map PE/22.
Size- Double sided, dissected 15.4” x 23”, Popular Edition map sheets [124,125,133,134]
Standard sheets the hunt is outlined within a strong pink border, the map has standard colouring of green Woodlands/ Copses which have small tree ‘Q’ like tree depictions, Parklands/Manors a mix some of greenline infill with no tree depiction, others green wash with small tree depiction,building infil of black diagonal lines red and beige ochre roads, blue water and orange contour lines with a bold at ‘250’. No borders.

Maroon leather covers,printed label
‘CRAWLEY & HORSHAM HUNT’
Southampton. O.S. [c1930] (AdlM coll-CCSocy) See Also map PE/24.

Map PE/23.
Size- Dissected 10.2” x 28.4”, Popular Edition map sheets [sheet 98 complete]
Parklands  & Woodlands in green have small tree ‘Q’ like tree depictions, but others a greenline infill with no tree depiction, blue water and orange contour lines, building infil of black diagonal lines, red and ochre roads, compass pointers with magnetic variation for 1929. Border elaborate - ITI outer lines, dl graduated L/L centre lines. sl inner. obac title ‘CLACTON ON SEA & HARWICH’ ‘POPULAR EDITION/ONE-INCH MAP’ SHEET 98 (Essex & Suffolk) within the borderlines a alphnumeric on all borders, Label-EDWARD STANFORD LTD./ CARTOGRAPHERS TO THE KING/12,13 & 14 Long Acre,London,W.C.2/and Whitehall House/43.Whitehall.S.W.1.’ Unusually this map carries all ob legend information and a multiplicity of dating information from 1861 up to 1929

Red cloth covers with gilt title
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (ESSEX SIDE)
Southampton. O.S. [1929]print code 3000.29 (AdlM coll-CCSocy)

Map PE/24.
Size- Dissected 28.2” x 20.6” [Shts N° 124,125,133,134]
Standard sheets,with a 2” x 2” black grid, the hunt is outlined within a strong pink border, the map has standard colouring of green Parklands with small tree depiction and Woodlands green with no tree depiction. At the sheet join it is noticeable that to the west side there is a bold contour line at 250, but to the east no bold line is present on the map face. Building infil of light gray/black diagonal lines, red and ochre roads, blue water and orange contour lines Border- False thick black line. Label-EDWARD STANFORD LTD./ CARTOGRAPHERS TO THE KING/12,13 & 14 Long Acre,London,W.C.2/and Whitehall House/43.Whitehall.S.W.1.’

Red cloth covers with gilt title
‘CRAWLEY & HORSHAM’
Southampton O.S.[1935-]  (AdlM coll-CCSocy)

Map PE/25.
Size- Dissected 42.5” x 43.1” [ Shts N° 105/106,113/114,123/124.]
Black grid 2” x 2”, Parklands/Woodlands in green with small Q like tree depiction, but others a greenline infill with no tree depiction, others still black stippling uncoloured with small tree depiction. blue water and orange contour lines with a bold 500 line, building infill black diagonal lines.
Border False TTt outer, dl inner graduated L/L, with alphanumeric code within the borders, obac ‘OXFORD & HENLEY ON THAMES’, POPULAR EDITION ONE-INCH MAP’, Label-SIFTON PRAED & CO., LTD. -The Map House- 67, St James’s Street, LONDON.S.W.

Beige marbled card covers decorative label handwritten title
‘GARTH HUNT Country round WOKINGHAM’.
Southampton O.S.[1926] [latest print code] (AdlM coll-CCSocy)

Map PE/26.
Size- Dissected 30.4” x 30.5”, Popular Edition map sheets [62/63,72/73]
Building infill gray/black diagonal lines, Woodland green with small Q like tree depiction, Parklands a greenline infill with no tree depiction, orange contour lines with a bold 250 line, red and ochre roads,
Border Non. Label-SIFTON PRAED & Co., LTD. -The Map House- 67, St James’s Street, LONDON.S.W,
Maroon cloth covers decorative label handwritten title
‘ATHERSTON HUNT Country round Nuneaton’.
Southampton O.S.[c1936] (AdlM coll-CCSocy) See Also PE/30

Map PE/27.
Size- Dissected 18.4” x 18.3”
Building infill gray/black diagonal lines, Woodland green with small Q like tree depiction, Parklands a greenline infill with no tree depiction, orange contour lines with a bold 250 line, red and ochre roads, Railways alternating black & white checkerboard
Border almost non, vestiges of a single line + dl marked L/L. upper L.

Aquamarine cloth covers gilt title
‘BICESTER HUNT NORTH’.
Southampton O.S.[1930-40] (Bart)

Map PE/28.
Size Dissected- 23” x 24” Cover size 7.8” x 4.1”. Popular Ed 1”/1m sheets N° 72 & 82 with Parts of 46,54 [c1923]
The second Hunt map known to date using the Stanford-Bridges’ Patent Mounting System, with this system it is impossible to see more than 1/3 of this map at any one time, conversely one can view all of the printed surface without opening the entire map, very useful if you are sitting on the back of your horse. Standard map sheets with a 2” x 2” grid across the map surface, on which the hunt is outlined within a strong pink boundary with red spots for Hunt Meets with names underlined in red plus some Mss additions, the map has standard colouring of green woodlands/parks, red and beige roads, blue water and orange contour lines.
Border- bold sl.

Red covers Gilt Title
‘SOUTH NOTTS’
Southampton Ordnance Survey[c1923] [Private coll-CCSocy]

Map PE/29.
Size Dissected- 25.5 x 31.3 . Parts of the Popular Ed Shts N°s 55,56,63,64,73,74. [c1930 as it uses the 1930 printing of sht 64] strong pink Boundary with red spots for Hunt Meets. The map has standard colouring of green Woods/Parks, red and beige Roads, blue water and red contour lines.
Border a bold sl.
Stanford Label- EDWARD STANFORD, LTD., / .CARTOGRAPHERS TO THE KING. / 12,13 & 14, Long Acre, London, W.C.2: / and Whitehall House. / 43, WHITEHALL, S.W.1

Maroon covers Gilt Title
‘COTTEMORE’
Southampton Ordnance Survey[c1930] [Private coll-CCSocy]
Map PE/30 [i]
Size- Doubled sided dissected 4x9 sections 18.3” x 29.5”
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition sheets [...] Large black line grid 2” x 2”. Hunt area outlined in usual strong pink, with a further division into ‘NORTH PACK’ & ‘SOUTH PACK’ in pink. Built up area buildings are filled with light ‘Gray/Black’ diagonal lines. Church Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copses,Parklands/Manors have small trees ‘Fir’ or ‘Q’ type depictions Parks- filled horizontal lines of Light Green Woods- Mid Green. Lakes/Meres filled with blue lines, darker line surround. Roads are in red and ochre, contours in orange, marked at 200-300-400...

Map PE/30 [ii]
Size- Doubled sided dissected 4x9 sections 16.o” x 29.9” size variation
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition sheets [...] Large black line grid 2” x 2”. Hunt area outlined in usual strong pink, with a further division into ‘NORTH PACK’ & ‘SOUTH PACK’ in pink. Built up area buildings are filled with light ‘Gray/Black’ diagonal lines. Church Towers/Spires circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copses,Parklands/Manors have small trees ‘Fir’ or ‘Q’ type depictions Parks- filled horizontal lines of Light Green Woods- Mid Green. Lakes/Meres filled with blue lines with a darker line surround. Roads are in red and ochre, contours in orange, marked at 200-300-400...

Leicester area 2m Sth/Nth of South Wigston on the Nth sheet side lower R section a large housing developments, Sth West of Leicester at Braunstone large housing developments, at Victoria Park a former Asylum becomes a College. The

Map PE/31
Temporary Identification number and details until viewed. Information below is as supplied by owner with appreciation, although in a different format it supplies sufficient detail for identification &c.

1:63,360 Popular Edition composite Hunt Map: WHADDON and BICESTER

Cover
4.6” wide x 6.7” tall. Red cloth with gilt lettering: WHADDON & BICESTER
Dissected using Stanford-Bridges’ mounting.
Label at bottom right hand corner of map:

STANFORD-BRIDGES’ PATENT MOUNTING
PAT. NO. 212445/23
SUPPLIED ONLY BY
EDWARD STANFORD, LTD.,
12, 13, & 14, LONG ACRE, W.C.2.

Base map
One-inch Popular Edition, coloured. The base maps are parts of sheets 83: 500/25 printing (not 3000/30); 84: 750/24 (not 2500/30); 94: 500/28; 95, 500/27; 105, 3500/28; and 106: 5000/28 (not 8500/30). The map was therefore compiled c.1929.
Dimensions
Within the neatline 34” wide x 36” high. Total size (with margins and dissection) 37.5” wide x 39.5” high. The latter measurement is an estimate and is academic as the Stanford-Bridges’ mounting is 8 panels wide and 12 high, so that only 1/6 of the map can be viewed at once. The number of panels makes it difficult to use, so much so that colour coded arrows have been added (by Stanfords) to make it easier to line up the different sections.
Hunt information
The hunts’ full names are stencilled in 3/10” high blue letters near the centre of their territories:

BICESTER & WARDEN HILL
WHADDON CHASE

Their boundaries are marked by a pink wash and a green wash respectively. These abut one another between Buckingham and Aylesbury.
Red spots denote hunt meeting places, with place names underlined. In a few places, arrows connect names with spots up to a mile away. 67 meeting places are shown for the Bicester Hunt (2 of which – Islip Town End and Bourtonville - have names added in ink); 45 meeting places of the Whaddon Hunt are identified.
Maroon covers Gilt Title
‘Bicester & Warden Hill and Waddon Chase Hunts’
Southampton Ordnance Survey[c1929] [Private coll-CCSocy]

Map PE/32.
Size- Dissected no borders 16.2” x 31.0”
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition map sheets [...] with a 2” x 2” grid across the map surface. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, the map has standard colouring of green woodlands, Parklands are uncoloured and stippled with small tree depiction, red and beige/ochre roads No road numbers, water aquamarine blue in a ‘wash’ style, brown contour lines. The map face has numerous hollow cased area names ‘MELROSE’ &c.
Border - Non. trimmed. Label - Sifton, Praed & Co., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James’s Street, S.W.1.

Hard Maroon leather covers label with printed title
‘DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH HUNT.’
Southampton O.S.[1914-40] (Bart.i)

Map PE/33.
Size- Dissected no borders 12.1” x 35.6”
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition map sheets [...] with a 2” x 2” grid across the map surface. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, the map has standard colouring of pale green Parklands with small tree depiction, darker green woodlands with small tree depiction, red and beige/ochre roads, water aquamarine blue in a ‘lined’ style, orange contour lines. Buildings have a black diagonal line infill.
Border - Non. Label - Sifton, Praed & Co., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James’s Street, S.W.1.

Hard Maroon covers label with printed title
‘BELVOIR HUNT.’
Southampton O.S.[1914-40] (Bart.i)

Map PE/34
Size- Dissected 30.5” x 39.6”
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition multiple map sheets [...] joins on a line just below Tadcaster/Market Weighton, with a 2” x 2” grid across the map surface,
On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, with a smaller pink bordered area included ‘LOANED BY HOLDERNESS’ the map has standard colouring of pale lined & mid greens Parklands with small tree depiction, darker green woodlands with small tree depiction, red and yellow roads No road numbers, water blue in a ‘lined’ style, sea in a paler blue’ wash’ style, orange contour lines. Buildings have a black diagonal line infill.
Border Trimmed - False Thick black line.
Rail - ‘L.&.N.E.R.’
Stanford Label- *EDWARD STANFORD,LTD. / BY APPOINTMENT TO THE LATE / KING GEORGE V. / 12, 10 LONG ACRE, london,W.C.2. / and Whitehall House, / 43 Whitehall.S.W.1.

Hard red Covers with impressed gilt title
‘SOUTH YORK & AINSTY / HUNT’
Southampton. O.S. [1935-8] (Bart.i)

Map PE/35.
Size- Dissected false borders 18.3” x 28.0”
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition map sheets parts of 4 shts [...] with a 2” x 2” solid line grid across the map surface. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, Meets are marked with red • names underlined the Kennels with a K.Map has standard colouring in pale green lines/mid green Parklands with sparse small tree depiction, darker mid green woodlands with small tree depiction, red and beige/ochre roads, water aquamarine in a ‘lined’ style also darker blue, orange contour lines. Buildings have a black diagonal line infill.
Border -False.details stuck on from main map sheet. Label - Blue Label with white border & typeface. Rectangular 1.6” wide, 0.9” deep at the Upper/Lower semi circular part. ‘Flowerhead decoration / EDWARD STANFORD,LTD / CARTOGRAPHERS TO THE KING / 12,13 & 14 LONG ACRE W.C.2. & 29 & 30 CHARING CROSS / S.W.1’

Hard Red Cloth covers impressed gilt title
‘WORCESTER.’
Southampton O.S.[1914-40] (Bart.i)

Map PE/36.
Size- Dissected false borders 18.3” x 28.0”
Standard 1°/1m Popular Edition map sheets parts of 4 shts [.../...] with a 2" x 2" solid line grid across the map surface. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, Meets are marked with red • names undelined. Map has uncoloured Parklands stippled with sparse small tree depiction, darker pale green woodlands with small tree depiction, red and beige/ochre roads, water aquamarine in a 'stippled wash' style also darker blue, orange contour lines. Buildings have a black diagonal line infil.

Border - False details stuck on from main map sheet. Label - EDWARD STANFORD LTD / CARTOGRAPHERS TO THE KING / 12,13 & 14 LONG ACRE W.C.2. / and Whitehall House. / 29 & 30 Charing Cross, S.W.1.'

Hard Red Cloth covers impressed gilt title
'OLD / BERKSHIRE.'
Southampton O.S.[1914-40] (Bart.i)
[Mss ownership 'Mr Rawson Brimstine Farm Coleshill'.]

Map PE/37.
Size- Dissected 13.8" x 30.2" dissected double sided
Standard 1°/1m Popular Edition parts of map sheets [115/116 & 125/126] with a 2" x 2" grid across the map surface, On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, the map has standard colouring of pale green printed lines Parklands with small tree depiction, darker green woodlands with small tree depiction, Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water R Thames aquamarine blue or lakes blue in a 'wash' style, The Thames is[machine] stippled for the section from East Tilbury / Erith, a simple wash for the section East Tilbury to the R Medway. Contours are orange. Buildings have a solid black infil. or a black diagonal line infil.
Border - Non trimmed, ob legend stuck into the covers
Label - 'Sifton, Praed & Co., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James's Street, S.W.1.'

Hard Maroon covers label with printed title
'WEST KENT / HUNT.'
Southampton O.S.[1914-1934] (Bart.i)

Map PE/38.
[i] Size- Dissected 38.5" x 26.7".
Standard 1°/1m Popular Edition map sheets [83/84,94/95 & 105/106] with a 2" x 2" grid across the map surface. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, meets with a red spot names underlined, with a Mss ‘Cross Roads’ near Waddesdon, a section adjacent to Aylesbury ‘LOANED TO OLD BERKELEY’. The map has standard colouring, Parklands uncoloured stippled with small tree depiction, mid green woodlands with small tree depiction, Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue, lakes deeper blue both in a 'wash' style, contours are orange, Buildings have a solid black infil. or a black diagonal line infil.
Border - False IT lines, with legend stuck on below.
Label - 'EDWARD STANFORD LTD. / CARTOGRAPHERS TO THE KING / 12,13 & 14 Long Acre, London,W.C.2. / and Whitehall House / 43. Whitehall. S.W.1. '.'
Waterproofed by Stanford’s ‘LUTRA’ process
Light Red covers label with impressed gilt title
‘BICESTER & WARDEN HILL.’
Southampton O.S.[1914-1940] (Bart.i)

[ii] Size- Dissected 39.0” x 25.7”
Standard 1°/1m Popular Edition map sheets [...] with a solid line 2" x 2" grid across the map face. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, meets with a red spot names underlined, the former red Mss ‘Cross Roads’ near Waddesdon, in now clearly added by a neat hand in black, possibly by Stanfords. a section adjacent to Aylesbury ‘LOANED TO OLD BERKELEY’. The map has standard colouring, Parklands uncoloured stippled with small tree depiction, mid green woodlands with small tree depiction, Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue, lakes deeper blue both in a 'wash' style, contours are orange, Buildings have a solid black infil. or a black diagonal line infil.
Border - trimmed, single false thick black line paste ons. with legend stuck on below inside border.
Label - 'EDWARD STANFORD LTD. / BY APPOINTMENT TO THE LATE / KING GEORGE V. / 12 to 14, Long Acre, London,W.C.2. / and Whitehall House / 43. Whitehall. S.W.1. '.'

Light Red covers label with impressed gilt title
‘BICESTER & WARDEN HILL / HUNT.’
Southampton O.S.[1914-1940] (Bart.i)

Map PE/39.
Size- Dissected 37.5” x 56.0”
Standard 1” sheets Based on the Third Edition revision, with corrections & additions.[82,83,92,93] with wall mounting grommets along the top. Contours- Orange, Parks stippled uncoloured some without/with sm tree ‘Fir’ & ‘Q’ type
depiction, Water Blue, Woods, Mid Green with sm tree ‘Fir’ & ‘Q’ type depiction within, Roads- 1st Class Red NO A & B Road Numbers, 2nd Class Yellow/ochre. a 2” x 2” [5cm x 5cm] bold grid across the map surface with an alphanumeric coding in the borders. Buildings- Gray/Black with Diagonal infil,
Full and partial hunts shown ‘NTH WARWICK, COTSWOLD, WARWICK, PYTCHLEY, CROOME, HEYTHROP, BICESTER, GRAFTON, NTH COTSWOLD, HUNTS.’ all overprinted in Red.
Border- outer TTt, inner tt graduated L/L wb are Alpha numerics Upper/Lower 1-14 join 1-14, Sides A-J join A-J [No letter ‘i’] outside border legends are present. Various revisions from survey years 1872-85 are noted up to 1930.
Case label- ‘SIFTON, PRAED & Cº Ltd./ - The Map House - / 67, St. James's Street, LONDON.S.W.’ on a printed lable of a Column Arch with Glove corners.
Railways solid black and alternating chequerboard =========,

Hard Faded Maroon covers label with printed title. [Ownership detail N.P.Foster.]
‘HUNTING MAP -ROUND-SUN RISING.’
Southampton O.S.[1930] (Bart.i)

Map PE/40.
Size- Dissected 13.1” x 30.o”
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition map sheets [...] with a solid line 2” x 2” grid across the map face, On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, The map has standard colouring, Parklands uncoloured stippled with small tree depiction, mid green woodlands with small tree depiction, Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue, lakes deeper blue both in a ‘wash’ style, contours are orange, Buildings have a solid black infil, or a black diagonal line infil.
Border- trimmed,
Case label- ‘Sifton, Praed & Cº., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James's Street, S.W./HAMPShIRE ‘H.H. HUNT1 on a printed label sl border.
Buildings have a solid black infil or a black diagonal line infil.
Border- trimmed,
Railways solid black lines

Hard Maroon covers label with printed title.
‘CAMBRIDGE.’
Southampton O.S.[1930s] (Bart.i)

Map PE/41.
Size- Dissected 13.5” x 30.o”
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition map sheets [...] with a solid line 2” x 2” grid across the map face, On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, The map has standard colouring, Parklands uncoloured stippled with small tree depiction, light green woodlands with small tree depiction, Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue, lakes pale blue diagonal lines style, contours are orange, Buildings have a solid black infil or a black diagonal line infil.
Border- trimmed,
Case label- ‘Sifton, Praed & Cº., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James's Street, S.W. on a printed label sl border.
Railways solid black and alternating chequerboard =========,

Hard Maroon covers label with printed title.
‘FITZWILLIAM.’
Southampton O.S.[1930 or later] (Bart.i)

Map PE/42.
Size- Dissected 27.2” x 11.8 ”
Standard 1”/1m Popular Edition map sheets [...] with a solid line 2” x 2” grid across the map face, On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, The map has standard colouring, sparse tree depiction inside pale green lined Parklands, Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue, lakes pale blue sponge fill style, contours are orange, Buildings have a solid black infil or a black diagonal line infil.
Case label- ‘Sifton, Praed & Cº., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James's Street, S.W.’ on a printed label sl border.
Railways solid black and alternating chequerboard =========,

Hard Maroon covers label with printed title.
‘GRAFTON HUNT’
Southampton O.S.[1930s] (Bart.i)

FEB 2017 Map PE/43. T/f See Map PE/13. 2 states

Map PE/44.
Size- Dissected 12.0" x 27.0"  
3 x 11 sections

Standard 1"/1m Popular Edition map sheets [...] with a solid line 2" x 2" grid across the map face, On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, The map has standard colouring, sparse tree depiction inside pale green lined Parklands. Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue, lakes pale blue horizontal lines style, contours are orange. Buildings have a solid black infil. or a black diagonal line infil.

Case label: Sifton, Praed & Cº., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James’s Street, S.W.1 on a printed label si border.


Hard Maroon covers label with printed title.

‘BELVIOIR HUNT’
Southampton O.S.[1938] (Bart.i)

NB. Mss ownership details ‘Simon Green Syston Old Hall Grantham 1938’
Another copy map label - bold sl border ‘Edward Stanford,’........

Hard Red covers impressed gilt title on spine

‘BELVIOIR’
Southampton O.S.[1930s] ( viewed 7/2017, Property of GL a Leicestershire Gentleman)

Map PE/45.i.
Size- Dissected 12.5” x 33.3”  
3 x 10 sections

Standard 1"/1m Popular Edition map sheets [...] with a fine solid line 2” x 2” grid across the map face, On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, The map has standard colouring, sparse tree depiction inside pale green lined Parklands. Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue, lakes/Cross Drains blue horizontal lines style, contours are orange. Buildings have a solid black infil. or a black diagonal line infil.

Case label: Sifton, Praed & Cº., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James’s Street, S.W.1 on a printed label si border.

Railways solid black, e.g. L.N.E.R. and L.M.& S.R.

Hard Maroon covers label with printed title.

‘COTTESMORE’
Southampton O.S.[1938] (Bart.i)

NB. Mss ownership details ‘Simon Green 16/2.38’

Map PE/45.ii.
Size- Dissected 25.3” x 34.3”  
4 x 8 sections

Standard 1"/1m Popular Edition map sheets [...] with a solid line 2” x 2” grid across the map face, On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, The map has standard colouring, Parklands, stippled with sparse tree depiction with pale green horizontal lines. Woods are in a mid green wash with small tree/bush depictions. Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue wash, fish lake in a lined aquamarine blue. Contours are orange. Buildings have a black diagonal line infil, Churches - Black boxes/spots with † on top.

Railways solid black, e.g. Midland Railway, L.N.W.R. and L.M.& S.R.

Border - Solid black line, ob are stuck on sections of the legend, together with ‘Scales’, label ‘THE FACE OF THIS MAP HAS / BEEN RENDERED WATERPROOF BY / STANFORD’S “LUTRA” PROCESS’ and the usual case label ‘EDWARD STANFORD, LTD. / CARTOGRAPHERS TO THE KING. / 12,13,& 14, Long Acre, London,W.C.2. / and Whitehall House. / 29, & 30 Charing Cross,S.W.1.’

Major road upgrades from 2nd class to 1st class.
e.g. Melton Mowbray/ Asfordly, Melton Mowbray/ Wymondham, Bourne/ Corby / Colsterworth, Bourne / Ryhall / Stamford, Stamford / Uppingham,

Hard Red covers with gilt title.

‘COTTESMORE’
Southampton O.S.[1938 or later] (Bart.ii)

Map PE/46.
Size- Dissected 12.0” x 30.4”  
3 x 9 sections

Standard 1"/1m Popular Edition map sheets [...] with a solid line 2” x 2” grid across the map face, On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, The map has standard colouring, sparse tree depiction inside pale green lined Parklands. Roads red and beige/ochre, no road numbers, water rivers aquamarine blue, lakes/Cross Drains blue horizontal lines style, contours are orange. Buildings have a solid black infil. or a black diagonal line infil.

Case label: Sifton, Praed & Cº., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James’s Street, S.W.1 on a printed label si border.Upper L border ‘Scale Bar’

Railways solid black, e.g. L.N.E.R.,L.M.&S.R.

Hard Maroon covers label with printed title.
FEB 2017 Map PE/47. T/f See states Map PE/20

Size - 55.3" x 45.3" on wooden rollers.
A special production to order by Edward Stanford Ltd. Made up from standard 1"/1m sheets from the Popular Edition [54, pt55, 63, pt64, 73, pt74 ] with latest date imprint for 1931. Named Hunt areas shown coloured ‘EARL of HARRINGTON’S’, ‘SOUTH NOTTS’, ‘QUORN’, ‘ATHERSTONE NORTH’, ‘ATHERSTONE SOUTH’, ‘NORTH WARWICKSHIRE’, ‘PYTCHEL’, ‘FITZWILLIAM’, ‘WOODLAND PYTCHEL’, ‘FERNIES’, ‘COTTESMORE’, ‘BELVIOIR’, Built up area buildings are filled with ‘Gray/Black’ diagonal lines. Church Towers/Spires are circle/squares with crosses. Woods/Copses deep green infill with lge tree depiction, Parklands/Manors light green with sm tree depictions, Lakes/Meres filled with blue lines. Roads are in red, and ochre, Contours in orange. Standard 2 x 2 grid, except for a narrow grid of 1” wide by 2” deep to the east of sheet 63 [also the corresponding sheets 54 above and 73 below sheet 63]
Borders - False paste on ‘Piano Key type.

Mounted on large wooden rollers metal impressed ends “STANFORD LONG ACRE LONDON W.C.”
No formal title but covers the ‘Leicestershire & Surrounding Hunt Area’
Southampton Ordnance Survey [1931] [Private DD coll ]

FEB 2017 Map PE/49. T/f See states for Map PE/5

Map PE/50
Size- Double sided side Dissected 18.5” x 18.1”
Standard 1” sheets Based on the Third Edition revision,with corrections & additions.[107.108]
Contours- Orange , Woods Pale Green wash with sm tree ‘Fir’ & ‘Q’ type depiction, Parks/Estates pale green lined with sm tree depiction, Water Pale Blue, Roads- 1st Class Red NO A & B Road Numbers, 2nd Class Yellow/ochre. a 2” x 2” [5cm x 5cm] grid across the map surface. Buildings- Gray/Black with Diagonal infill broad line in Strong Pink hunt border. Railways sold black and alternating chequerboard =====,,
Map label- ‘SIFTON, PRAED & Co., Ltd., / Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James’s Street, S.W.’

Hard Maroon covers label with typed title.
‘ESSEX / UNION / HUNT’
Southampton O.S.[late 1930s ] (Bart.i)

Map PE/51. state i.
Size- Doubled side dissected 4x8 sections 18.1” x 26.3”
Standard 1” sheets dating pre 1937 based on Mss information of previous owner. Contours- Orange , Woods Pale Green wash with sm tree ‘Fir’ & ‘Q’ type depiction, Parks/Estates pale green lined with sm tree depiction,uncoloured Parks stippled with sparse sm tree depiction. Water Pale Blue, Roads- 1st Class Red, 2nd Class Yellow/ochre NO Road Numbers. Buildings black diagonal line filled. Grid a 2” x 2” [5cm x 5cm] bold grid across the map surface. Rail Black sl & dl chequerboard =====,, STA red filled.This map is unusual for it’s several Mss comments by the previous owner, ‘runs of the Fox’ are detailed with dated [1937-1940] results ‘Lost’ ‘Ground’.
Printed Label ‘Sifton,Praed & Co., Ltd., / Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St James’s Street, S.W. 1’

Hard Maroon covers, label with typed title.
‘BICESTER’
Southampton O.S.[1937 or earlier ] (Bart.i)

Map PE/51. state ii.
Size- Doubled side dissected 4x8 sections 19.o” x 27.o’
Standard 1” sheets dating circa 1937-Contours- Orange , Woods Pale Green wash with sm tree ‘Fir’ & ‘Q’ type depiction, Parks/Estates pale green lined with sm tree depiction,uncoloured Parks stippled with sparse sm tree depiction. Water Pale Blue, Roads- 1st Class Red, 2nd Class Yellow/ochre NO Road Numbers. Buildings black diagonal line filled. Grid a 2” x 2” [5cm x 5cm] bold grid across the map surface. Rail Black sl & dl chequerboard =====,, STA red filled.
Numerous small additions of ‘Lanes/Minor Roads usually to pre existing buildings, e.g appear on top row dissections , 3rd - 6th counting from the R, 1/2 m East of ‘Upper Heyford’, 1/2 m Nth of ‘Floore’, 1m West of ‘Newnham’, 2nd class Road upgraded to Major Road NE ‘Charwelton to Badby’, building erasures replaced by ‘Old Windmill & Symbol’.
Printed Label ‘Sifton, Praed & Co., Ltd., / Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St James’s Street, S.W. 1’
Hard Maroon covers, label with printed title.  
‘BICESTER HUNT’  
Southampton O.S.[1937 or later ]  (Bart.ii)

**eBay/AbeBooks**

Sourced examples are given a slightly different designation identity i.e.  
Map 1/8 eBay & date if placed within the general text, or  Map 3/eBay O2, for 3rd Edition or  
Map PE/eBay O1, Map PE/eBay O2 &c for Popular edition if placed at the end of the series/edition.  
The existence of these maps is usually supported by photographic evidence even if sometimes insufficient to identify and date the OS editions accurately.

**Also Pre WW II Popular Edition Military Sheets**

Both the following maps would appear to be sourced on the Popular Edition sheets drafted/printed around the time they started to diverge as the Military and Civil needs differed.

**ALDERSHOT AREA (NORTH)** 1” War Office Map  
GSGS originally 1924 this printed issue in 1926 annotated by the Army with Local Hunt Information  
Size [flat sheet folded] 24.9” x 32.1” Upper L-Separate listing of Hunts and Meetings attached, Meetings marked on map by numbered circles plain and coloured  
GARTH 1-6 plain circle uncoloured, BERKS & BUCKS Fridays 1-13 blue circles on the map face, SOUTH BERKSHIRE 1-15 Thursday hunt day, circles marked yellow, Monday hunt day circles marked red.  
Grids on map numbered, one with large purple hollow upper case letters filled with diagonal lines. The map has standard colouring of green woodlands/parks, red and beige roads, pale blue water and orange contour lines.  
Border sl obbr- note “Printed at the Ordnance Survey Southampton 1924, Reprint 700/25  2500/26”  
[Private coll-CCSocy]

**ALDERSHOT AREA (SOUTH)** 1” War Office Map  
GSGS originally 1924 this printed issue 1926 annotated by the Army with Local Hunt Information  
Size [flat sheet folded] 24.9” x 32.1” Upper L-Separate listing of Hunts and Meetings attached, Meetings marked on map by numbered circles, Grids on map numbered,one with large purple hollow upper case letters filled with diagonal lines. The map has standard colouring of green woodlands/parks, red and beige roads, pale blue water and orange contour lines.  
Border sl obbr- note “Printed at the Ordnance Survey Southampton 1924, Reprint 700/25  2500/26”  
[Private coll-CCSocy]

Charles Close Socy Notes. NOT the common Aldershot District sheets  
These have been scanned and form part of the Charles Close Society website digital archive as CCS 218A,22,21/2,23/1 and 218A,22,21/2,23/2 respectively [listed as Nº 34-37]  
**Access by three steps on the CCS website:**  
1. Charles Close Society.  2. Archives.  3. Digital Records. Then  
34. One Inch (1:63,360) Aldershot Area (North)  (CCS 218A/22)  
35. One Inch (1:63,360) Aldershot Area (North) [with list of hunts] (CCS 218A/21/2)  
36. One Inch (1:63,360) Aldershot Area (South) (CCS 218A/23/2)  
37. One Inch (1:63,360) Aldershot Area (South) [with list of hunts] (CCS 218A/23/1)

“In 1923 the first single map covering the Aldershot Command at the one-inch scale was published, but evidently there remained a requirement for a north/south pair of district maps, forming part of a sequence of such maps published in 1905, 1914, 1919 and 1932. The publication date of this version is not given and these reprints dated from 1926, marked up by hand with the meeting points of hunts in the area. There are second copies in which the list of hunts attached to each sheet is revealed.”

**eBay/AbeBooks**

Sourced examples are given a slightly different designation identity i.e.  
Map 1/8 eBay & date if placed within the general text, or  Map 3/eBay O2, for 3rd Edition or  
Map PE/eBay O1, Map PE/eBay O2 &c for Popular edition if placed at the end of the series/edition.
The existence of these maps is usually supported by photographic evidence even if sometimes insufficient to identify and date the OS editions accurately.

**Map. PE/eBay O1. ORDNANCE SURVEY.**  
Appears to be a 5th Series/edition O.S. sheet with addition of strong pink outline of the hunt borders, all standard OB information is present but unreadable due to poor image on eBay.  
Size - Dissected 34.7" x 32.8", 83cm x 81cm  
Sellers Description/Other information -  
Vintage Fox Hunting Map of The Bedale Hunt Published by [OS] c1946  
Red cloth[?] covers, title 'BEDALE'.

Cover - Red leather  
‘BEDALE’ dissected on linen  
Southampton O.S. [c1946] eBay April 2012

**Map. PE/eBay O2. ORDNANCE SURVEY.**  
North Hampshire area, OS standard sheet trimmed of all OB information.  
Size Dissected 13" x 26"  
Sellers Description - and is a double-sided stiff production, with cloth hinges, so in effect 26 inches x 26 inches.

Cover - Black cloth with  
‘VINE HUNT’ dissected on linen, double sided.  
Southampton O.S. [c1930s] eBay July 2011

**Also Pre WW II Popular Edition Military Sheets**

Both the following maps would appear to be sourced on the Popular Edition sheets drafted/printed around the time they started to diverge as the Military and Civil needs differed. Viewed by kind permission of the private owner.

**ALDERSHOT AREA (NORTH) 1" War Office Map**  
Map  
GSGS originally 1924 this printed issue in 1926 annotated by the Army with Local Hunt Information  
Size [flat sheet folded] 24.9" x 32.1" Upper L-Separate listing of Hunts and Meetings attached, Meetings marked on map by numbered circles plain and coloured  
GARTH 1-6 plain circle uncoloured, BERKS & BUCKS Fridays 1-13 blue circles on the map face, SOUTH BERKSHIRE 1-15 Thursday hunt day, circles marked yellow, Monday hunt day circles marked red.  
Grids on map numbered, one with large purple hollow upper case letters filled with diagonal lines. The map has standard colouring of green woodlands/parks, red and beige roads, pale blue water and orange contour lines.  
Border sl obbr- note “Printed at the Ordnance Survey Southampton 1924, Reprint 700/25 2500/26”  
[Private coll-CCSoccy Member]

**ALDERSHOT AREA (SOUTH) 1" War Office Map**  
Map  
GSGS originally 1924 this printed issue 1926 annotated by the Army with Local Hunt Information  
Size [flat sheet folded] 24.9" x 32.1" Upper L-Separate listing of Hunts and Meetings attached, Meetings marked on map by numbered circles, Grids on map numbered, one with large purple hollow upper case letters filled with diagonal lines. The map has standard colouring of green woodlands/parks, red and beige roads, pale blue water and orange contour lines.  
Border sl obbr- note “Printed at the Ordnance Survey Southampton 1924, Reprint 700/25 2500/26”  
[Private coll-CCSoccy Member]

**Charles Close Society Notes. NOT the common Aldershot District sheets**

These have been scanned and form part of the Charles Close Society website digital archive as CCS 218A,22,21/2,23/1 and 218A,22,21/2,23/2 respectively [listed as N° 34-37]

**Access by three steps on the CCS website:**
1. Charles Close Society.  
2. Archives.  
3. Digital Records. Then  
34. One Inch (1:63,360) Aldershot Area (North) (CCS 218A/22)  
35. One Inch (1:63,360) Aldershot Area (North) [with list of hunts] (CCS 218A/21/2)  
36. One Inch (1:63,360) Aldershot Area (South) (CCS 218A/23/2)  
37. One Inch (1:63,360) Aldershot Area (South) [with list of hunts] (CCS 218A/23/1)

“In 1923 the first single map covering the Aldershot Command at the one-inch scale was published, but evidently there remained a requirement for a north/south pair of district maps, forming part of a sequence of such maps published in 1905, 1914, 1919 and 1932. The publication date of this version is not given and these reprints dated from 1926, marked up by hand with the meeting points of hunts in the area. There are second copies in which the list of hunts attached to each sheet is revealed.”
Map PE / & NPE / 1  Military Edition map sheets

Nearest fit Military issues black Cassini Grid numbered in blue, combined with a sheet Grid & Numbers in Purple, nearest to Hellyer GSGS 4620 & GSGS 3907 descriptions.

Size- 12.5" x 36.6", 32.0 cm x 93.0 cm
Multiple sheets possibly shts 131,132,144,145 forming one double sided composite no borders hunt map. 3 x 11 Dissections. The North side comprises parts of 2 sheets, the South side comprises parts of 4 sheets, until edition & sheet numbers are positively identified the description variances are identified under NW - SW - NE - SE Sht.

NW Sht has Black Grids, Blue Numbers, NO Road Numbers, Water is a Light Blue lined infil.
  Woods Pale Green wash infil sm tree/bush like depiction. Parks Pale Green line infil with sparse sm tree depiction.  Orange Contours & Roads, Railways shown as a single black line.
  Stations O or small rectangle or similar for a major Sta [e.g.New St] both with a Orange infil.
Large Arrow & cross Circle compass indicator present. PE Sheet ?

SW Sht has upper part Black Grids, Blue Numbers, as the NW sht above, the lower part has Purple Grids & Numbers, NO Road Numbers, Water is a Dark Blue solid wash infil. Woods Pale Green wash infil NO Trees, Parks uncoloured black stipple sparse sm tree depiction, Orange Contours & Roads, Railways shown as a single black line. Stations O or small rectangle for a major Sta [e.g.Warwick] both with a Red infil.  PE Sheet ?

NE Sht has Black Grids, Blue Numbers, Black Road Numbers, Water is a Light Blue Stipple, Woods Pale Green wash infil NO Trees depicted, Parks uncoloured black stipple small tree depiction.  Orange Contours & Roads, Railways shown chequerboard alternating black & white boxes. Stations O or small rectangle for a major Sta [e.g.Rugby] both with a Orange infil.
NPE Sheet?

SE Sht has Black Grids, Blue Numbers, Black Road Numbers, Water is a Mid Blue Stipple, Woods Green wash infil, Small Tree depiction, Parks uncoloured black stipple small tree depiction. Most in Brown [small part in Orange]Contours & Main Roads, Minor are uncoloured. Railways shown chequerboard alternating black & white boxes. Stations O with a Brown infil. Large Arrow & cross Circle compass indicator present. NPE Sheet?

Label -“ Sifton,Praed & Co.,Ltd. / Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67, St. James’s Street, S.W. 1”

NB. This fusion of NP/NPE and all 4 sections with GSGS overprinting suggests either poor stock control at the time of creating or simply no alternative stock available at the time of production, otherwise hard to believe its existence in this form. The latter seems more likely and therefore possibly compiled soon after wars end?

  Dark Blue faux leather covers [Mss ownership detail J.Arnold Clarken.]
  ‘NORTH / WARWICKSHIRE’
  Southampton.O.S. [ late 1945-6 ] (Bart)

Notes Re additional GSGS & 5th Edition Maps detailed below

Currently the maps below are temporarily assigned to GSGS or 5th Edition but all are yet to be confirmed as such, as the compiler possesses insufficient knowledge to assign them with any degree of certainty. Therefore the designations below are what is THOUGHT and NOT what is KNOWN with exception of the Map 5th Ed/1 sheet 112.

WW II Popular Edition (Revision) GSGS

Map GSGS/ 1
Size- Dissected 7.8" x 26". [sheet 119] two sheets join is just west of Parracombe on the Nth Sht. Large grid [6.3” x 6.3"] of solid purple lines, small grid of [0.6” x 0.6”] solid lines also in purple. These lines are all numbered [ Longitude lines from 00-10-20-30-40 with the close lines between numbered 01 up to 39, the Latitude lines are numbered 50 or 60 or 70 at all cross points with the between points numbered 45 to 73.
Sheet coloured - Contours in Orange, Small Tree depiction for Fir & Broadleaf in Woods & Parks, with green Woods, un-coloured Parks, Hills outlined in green all with sm tree depiction, moorlands show a short close horizontal line,
The map has standard colouring of

On the map a unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink. The unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink.

Sellers label- ‘Sifton, Praed & Co., Ltd. / Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers/ 67 St. James’s Street, S.W.1’.

Plain navy blue hard covers, label
‘EXMOOR HUNT’
Southampton O.S. [c1940s] (Bart. i) General Staff Geographical Section

Map GSGS/ 2.2 [GSGS 3907]
Size- Dissected 12.9” x 30.2” [Sheet 111/112?] Multiple sheets, joins Nth/Sth at a line 1.5m to the East of Charlbury & Witney, and again West/East on a line Aldsworth/Witney and a curved line cut to follow the A 40 NW of Oxford. The unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink.

Nth Sht West portion-
Across the centre of the map the unnamed hunt border is a solid black line with a compass roundel. Large grid [6.3” x 6.3”] of solid purple lines, overprinted numbers in purple. Small grid of [0.6” x 0.6”] in solid black lines. Sheet coloured - Contours in Orange, Small Tree depiction for Fir & Broadleaf in green Woods/Parks, Roads coloured Brown tinted /Red, NO road numbers.

Sth Sht & East portion of the Nth sht- Large grid [6.3” x 6.3”] and small grid of [0.6” x 0.6”] in solid black lines. Sheet coloured - Contours in Maroon, Un coloured Parks Sm tree depiction, green Woods NO tree depiction, overprinted numbers in light blue. Roads coloured Rust tinted /Red, Black e.g., A.40 & B.4030 road numbers, un-coloured side Roads.

Sellers label- ‘Sifton, Praed & Co., Ltd. / Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers / 67 St. James’s Street, S.W.1’

Plain navy blue hard covers with label,
‘HEYTHROP HUNT’ [Mss ownership details ‘FLAVIA PHILLIPS SEAGRY’]
Southampton O.S. [1939] (Bart. i) General Staff Geographical Section

Formerly listed Map 5th Ed /3 this map with assistance is identified as a GSGS 3907 variant relocated in the files
The map comprises sections of 4 shts [146/147, 159/160] the joins being in the area of Aylesbury, Stoke Mandeville, Princes Risborough.

Size - Dissected 21.5” x 34.3”. Large grid [6.3” x 6.3”], small grid of [0.6” x 0.6”] both of solid black lines. These lines are all numbered [Longitude lines from -10- 20- 30-40-50-60- with the close lines between numbered in tenths e.g 11,12,13,14,15,1….. up to the next whole number, the Latitude lines are numbered 30-40-50-60- with the close lines between numbered in tenths as above, The numbers naturally duplicate where there is a change of sheet.

The NW & SE sheets have Mid Brown main & minor roads with small black e.g., A.2 & B.1000 road numbers, Light Brown contours, Parks are uncoloured, stippled in black mainly with small tree depiction for Fir & Broadleaf. Woods in Pale Green no tree depiction, Water is stippled Mid Blue. Buildings in solid black.

The NE & SW sheets Red main, Yellow minor roads, with small black e.g., A.2 & B.1000 road numbers, Orange contours. Parks are uncoloured, stippled in black mainly with small tree depiction for Fir & Broadleaf. Woods in Pale Green no tree depiction, Water is stippled Mid Blue. Buildings in solid black

The unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, divided by a strong purple line for WEST/EAST, additionally in purple borders are ‘LENT BY BICESTER’, ‘NEUTRAL’, ‘LENT TO HERTFORDSHIRE HUNT’, ‘LENT TO ENFIELD CHASE’. Hunt meets are marked by a red spot

See Map NPE/1 above related sheets, between the two examples one easily recognisable difference is the metric grid system, the earlier 6.3” grid on NPE/19 with heavy lines is on NPE/1 16cm x 16cm with a thin solid line, and the earlier smaller thin solid line grid of 0.6” is now comprised of dotted lines...... measuring 1.6cm x 1.6cm. The grid numbering system is eliminated from the metric grid.


Soft Green Cloth Covers with a Sifton Praed decorative label & typed title
‘OLD BERKELEY / HUNT’ [Mss- Property of Major S.G.R. Barratt M.F.H 1931-38.]
Southampton. O.S. [1939 or earlier] (Bart. i)

See Important Notes above

Map 5th Ed / 1
Size- Flat sheet. 28.2” x 36.0”
Standard 1”/1m Fifth Edition map sheet 112, with a black solid line grid of 2.65” x 2.65” approx.

On the map a unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong red line as are the meets with a red spot & underlined name, the map has standard colouring of green Woods [no trees depicted, un-coloured Parks with trees depicted, roads red
and beige with small black e.g., A.2 & B.1000 road numbers, and un-coloured side roads, blue water and brown contour lines. Built up areas are shown as solid black. Railway lines small chequerboard with a red circle for Stations. Mss Note ‘Bulidge Ho’ on the map near Allington NW of Chippenham is notated as being ‘Baledge Manor’.

Border -T+dj chequerboard with L/L marked, with a dl inner border.

NB. Decorative label of a Norse Sailing Ship & Globe. ‘GEORGE PHILIP & SON LTD. / 32,FLEET STREET, / LONDON,E.C.’

Soft Oil on Water style Blue Covers with Blue & Red title label

‘Part of the Duke of Beaufort Hunt.’

Southampton. O.S. [1938] (Bart.i)Mss ownership details ‘Jennifer Jerram. 1938’

Map 5th Ed /2
Size- Dissected double sided, each 16.5” x 21”. two sheets join 1m west of Crawley on both sides of the map, on the Sth sheet a further join almost through Bolney at which point the contour lines change from to Orange [see below.] Upper L ‘border’ a pasted on Scale. Large solid black grid [6.3” x 6.3”], small black grid of [ 0.6” x 0.6”]. These lines are all numbered [ Longitude lines 50 or 60 or 70 the between point from the sea Northwards 18 - 69. Latitude lines are numbered 50 or 60 or 70 the between points West to East numbered 44 to 75. Contours mainly in Brown/Ochre, Woods & Forests pale green NO Tree depiction, un-coloured Parks stippled with sm tree depiction, stippled blue water. Roads Brown and Red/orange, numbered in small black e.g., A.2 & B.1000. and un-coloured side Roads, Lower R on the South side of the map in the sea is a solid black line with a spearpoint & compass roundel. The unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pink, a small territory to the North marked by heavy blue line ‘LENT TO SURREY UNION’

Rail - Chequerboard dlss =====, STA small ‘o’circles unfilled, lines marked ‘S.R’ or Southern Railway.

Sellers label- ‘Sifton, Praed & Co., Ltd./ Mapsellers / Booksellers and Stationers/ 67 St. James’s Street, S.W.1’.

Hard maroon covers, typed label

‘CRAWLEY AND HORSHAM HUNT’

Southampton O.S.[ c1928-1940s] (Bart.i)

Map 5th Ed /3 This map with assistance finally identified as a GSGS 3907 variant and relocated

Map 5th Ed /4
Size- Dissected 9” x 27”, map sheets [St Albans District (95) & London District (114)]

Standard 1”/1m sheets 6th edition map sheets with a 0.6” x 0.6” grid dotted....... lines across the map face, the unnamed hunt border is outlined in a strong pastel pink, with a blue area ‘LENT TO HERTFORDSHIRE’. The map has standard colouring of green Woods no tree depiction, un-coloured Parks with tree depiction, roads red and orange with small black e.g., A.2 & B.1000 road numbers, blue water and brown contour lines.

NE of Hemel Hempstead site of ‘L M & S R’ is re-sited east by ‘Church End’ • ‘Halt’. ‘Northolt Airport’, NW of Hatfield ‘Haresfield Hall’ is replaced by a ‘Airport’


Hard navy blue covers with typed label

‘OLD BERKLEY / (EAST)”

Southampton O.S.[late 1940s] (Bart.i)

Map 5th Ed / 5 & 6 incorrectly identified relocated NPE section

Map 5th Ed /7 and Map 7th ed/14. dual sheet map.

A map comprising dual source material, the lower half from 5th Ed style/source, the upper half from a early 7th Ed, hence it contains dual information. The road colouring is red, brown & and yellow on one, and red & ochre on the other, on the other, section road numbering varies, the A 11 is shown both as ‘A.11’ [in small black font ] & ‘A 11(T)’ [in larger red font ], the 1km grind is shown both as a solid grey box and as a dotted black box. Buildings have a solid black or a grey infill. There are numerous other easily identified illustrations of variance.

Size- Dissected 36.5” x 26 [Portrait style] Sht 108

Standard 1”/1m map sheets. On the map the unnamed hunt border is outlined in strong pastel pink.

Contours in Brown with a part legend cut and pasted on below map, no border lines shown,Mounted by Edward Stanford, Ltd., Cartographer, 12-14 Long Acre,London,W.C.2

This fusion of 5th/7th edition sheets suggests poor stock control at the time of creating this hunt, otherwise hard to believe its existence in this form.

Hard maroon cloth covers with impressed gold

‘ESSEX’

Southampton O.S.[1950s-60s] (Bart.i)
Maps 5th Ed/8 [2 copies]
Size- Dissected 12.1” x 23.3” [Revised 1930-46]
Standard 1”/1m [sheet/s derived from the 5th Ed [rev] with a sm dotted line grid 0.5” x 0.5” sq within a large solid line grid 6.2” x 6.2” sq. across the map face, contours in brown, Parklands uncoloured stippled with small trees depictions. Green Woodlands no trees depicted, Church Towers/Spires circle/square with crosses, solid black or outlines for buildings, roads red and yellow with small black e.g., A.2 & B.1000 road numbers, blue water.
The unnamed hunt border is outlined in strong pastel pink.
All standard ob information is trimmed off. Label-SIFTON PRAED & CO., LTD. THE MAP HOUSE...... 67,ST JAMES’S STREET S.W.1.

Black covers,
‘COTSWOLD / HUNT’ [Mss ownership T Elder-Jones on one, ..Wilson on the other]
Southampton O.S.[1930-46] (Bart.i & ii)

Map 5th Ed/9 and 7th Edition Map 7/25 duel map sheets
The Nth sheet above the join is sourced differently to the minor part of this map i.e. this is from a 7th Ed map sheet and will be duplicated under 5th Ed/9 for the minor part
Size- 12” x 33.8” 3 x 10 sections
Colouring- the unnamed hunt border is outlined in thick pastel almost red colour, buildings solid black, black Church Towers/Spires circle/square with crosses. Contours in light brown, Woodland in Lime Green with NO tree depictions, Parklands uncoloured, stippled with sparse small tree depictions, Water [streams, rivers etc are in Pale Blue, Roads red and ochre/yellow with small red e.g., A.2 & B.1000 road numbers.
Border -Non trimmed, sheet join Nth/Sth through Shipton under Wychwood and 11/2 miles to the west of Chipping Norton. On the Sth sheet West/East through Witney.
Railways shown chequerboard black & white and thin black lines. Label- SIFTON , PRAED & CO., LTD. /THE MAP HOUSE/ 67,ST JAMES’S STREET, S.W.1.
Small Sth section Roads red and ochre/yellow with small black e.g., A.2 & B.1000 road numbers. Woods are Light Green with Parklands stippled with small tree depiction.

Hard blue covers typed title
‘HEYTHROP HUNT.’
Southampton O.S.[1960-70] (Bart.i)

Printed Maps of Kent www.oldkentmaps.co.uk Tony Burgess 2011.
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